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26 March 2019 4 min read Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur Contributors are their own. You read Entrepreneur India, an international franchise of Entrepreneur Media. India has a rich community devoted to sports, especially cricket. It plays its role as a binding force, bringing together like-minded individuals to enjoy this sport. The Indian sports fanatics,
along with the rest of the world, are anticipating the upcoming cricket competitions such as the Indian Premier League (IPL) and the 2019 World Cup which will be held this year. This enthusiasm, fuelled by knowledge for the sport, has ensured a surge in the online gambling industry in India which is only set to be on an upward trajectory in the coming years.
Technology: The Decisive Factor Technology helped paved the way for this popularity for the digital games and fantasy leagues. Before the presence of technology, there weren't many ways to enjoy cricket other than jumping right into the field with friends. Through the development of technology, a safe place has been developed where you can jump into
the virtual area with other sports enthusiasts to enjoy the charm of the sport again. The success of this virtual playground is the result of the social network in these games that allow people to be connected while enjoying their favorite sport. Wave in India India is witnessing a huge escalation in the user base of the online gaming platforms with nearly 50
million online players in 2018 to boast. It is estimated that the number of online players will see an increase to 200 million by 2020. This escalation is a direct result of fantasy league platforms giving sports enthusiasts a chance to become more active participants in the game rather to be spectators, cheering for their respective teams. Online cricket fantasy
league platforms give users the flexibility to construct a dream team using their skills and knowledge of the game. In this way, users act as managers and analysts to develop a team while learning how an actual selection committee works. The upcoming online gaming platforms give users an essence of the real sport with the comfort and flexibility of a smart
screen, justifying their appeal to millennials. The freedom to be what you want to be, which comes with these games, had led to a pop culture revolution that is witnessing a massive hike in user percentage every day. This in turn has transformed fantasy games in India to be a multi-billion dollar company, which is only projected to increaseEasy Access giving
rise to popularity With the increase in the number of users, online gaming platforms are not only garnishing a large gaming population but also increasing fans of the actual sport. New online sports startups have given users a way to be more connected to the game by being part of the intricacies that go with them. Along with providing entertainment, they also
help to increase the knowledge of the user that sports, make sure that users take back something from the time they spent leisure.in the coming years. Live sports fantasy games are a great way to improve the entire viewer experience of the sport, streaming right in front of an individual. The overall excitement is witnessing the cricket team a curated, ranked
based on their performance to affect the overall ratings of their team. Thus, by forming a team and competing with other users with different teams, is how to participate in these online cricket fantasy leagues. This is a great way to put together the skills and knowledge that you have about the sport and players, to outshine others. With the booming popularity
of online gaming platforms, one thing is for sure, that the fantasy gaming industry in India is an ever-growing technological marvel that will continue to flourish in the years to come. This passion for the game can also pave the way for more sports like basketball, kabaddi and football to gain a better foothold in the online Indian gambling industry in the future.
These online gambling platforms have been a catalyst to drive a deeper connection between sports lovers and the teams as well as the players they idolize. If you have to go by the figures, it would not be wrong to conclude that the future forecasts are quite promising. There is no denying the fact that video games have evolved and online play is now an
accepted part of any child's gaming experience. While there are undoubtedly online video games that are unsuitable for children, there is a lot that provides a safe environment for young players to experience multiplayer games without the need for parental supervision at all times. Here are some fun online video games for kids of all ages to play themselves.
Pokemon Sun and Pokemon Moon are modern items in the long-running Pokemon role-playing game that first began way back in the 90s on Nintendo Gameboy. In addition to presenting some genuinely nice single player offline story promotions that will keep players of all ages busy for days, each Pokemon game also supports online multiplayer in the form
of Pokemon trading and battles. Communication with other Pokemon players is very minimal and is almost entirely limited to basic gameplay information filed on a player's in-game ID card like their nickname and how many Pokemon they have captured. Other forms of communication include emoji and basic phrases created from a list of pre-approved safe
words. Ubisoft's Just Dance video games are lots of fun for local multiplayer gaming sessions but they also have some casual online multiplayer as well. Just Dance's online mode, which is referred to in the game as World Dance Floor, features players dancing to the same song as other players from all over the world at the same time. There is no verbal or
visual communication with other players, but you can see the best dancers score update in real time which creates a sense of genuine competition among Participants. Most kids who have an interest in video games have likely played Minecraft, seen their friends play it or seen a streamer stream it on Twitch or Mixer by now. Minecraft is very popular not only
with junior players but also with many teachers because of its ability to teach problem solving and construction. It is recommended to create an Xbox Live account for your child and manage it yourself because this account is a Microsoft account that gives them an email address and the ability to purchase apps and games on Windows 10 devices and Xbox
consoles. Minecraft has a strong solo player offline element but kids can also go online and play with or against other players and there is also the option to share creations and download those made by others. The simplified graphics prevent any of the action from being too intimidating, and voice chat can be disabled through the console's parental settings.
Star Wars Battlefront II is an action-shooter video game that uses characters and locations from all three eras of Star Wars movies and cartoons. The graphics are simply stunning, especially on an Xbox One X or PlayStation 4 pro console, and the sound design will make everyone who plays feel in the middle of a Star Wars battle. There are a variety of fun
online modes for kids and adults to play in Star Wars Battlefront II with the two most popular are Galactic Assault and Heroes Versus Villains. The former is a massive online mode for 40 players that recreates iconic moments from the movies while the latter lets the player play as iconic characters such as Luke Skywalker, Rey, Kylo Ren and Yoda in four-on-
four team battles. There is no built-in voice chat feature in Star Wars Battlefront II although players can still converse with friends using a console's own online services that can be disabled. Splatoon 2 is a colorful shooter for junior gamers who are too young for the likes of Call of Duty and Battlefield. In it, players take on the role of Inklings, child-like
characters who can turn into colorful octopuses and back again, and can compete in online matches with up to eight other people. The goal of each match is to cover as much of the field in your team's color as you can by blasting and spraying paint on floors, walls and opponents. Splatoon 2 uses the Nintendo Switch smartphone app for voice chat that can
be controlled or disabled by parents. Fortnite is easily one of the most popular video games in the world with both children and adults. While there is a story mode in Fortnite, its Battle Royale mode is what most players play. In it, users connect with 99 other players from around the world and, depending on the rules of the match, charge the other team or all
other players to claim victory. Online purchases can be limited on game consoles by using parental or family settings. Requiring a password or PIN before processing a digital purchase is also recommended on consoles. The concept concept violent and inappropriate but there is zero gore, player deaths are more like digital disintegration, and everyone gets
to dress up in wild clothes like a teddy bear onesie or a fairy. Voice chat in Fortnite is enabled by default to work with other group/team members, but this can be disabled in the game settings on all platforms. Children can still form private chats with their personal friends on Xbox One and PlayStation 4 consoles, but this can be disabled completely by using
each console's parental restrictions. Terraria is a bit of a mix between Super Mario Bros. and Minecraft. In it, players must navigate 2D levels and fight monsters, much like in a traditional platformgame, but they are also given the opportunity to craft materials they find and create designs in the world. Players can connect with up to seven other players to play
online with which creates many opportunities for some fun, and safe, co-op multiplayer action. Terraria relies on consoles built-in voice chat solutions that can be disabled by parents. Combining football with racing may seem like an odd choice but Rocket League pulls it well and has become incredibly successful with its new concept. In Rocket League,
players drive a variety of vehicles on an open football field and have to smash the giant ball into the goal just like in a traditional football game. Players can play multiplayer multiplayer matches online for up to eight people and there are plenty of customization options for kids to customize their cars and make them their own. Voice chat can be controlled
through your console's family settings. The official Lego website is a fantastic source of free video games that can be played online without any app or plugin downloads. All you have to do to play these games is click on their icon from the main screen and the entire video game will load within the browser. No account notifications or exchange of information
are required. When using the Lego website, it's important to check the icons for the games listed. Those who display a game console icon or one with a tablet and smartphone are promos for paid Lego video games like Lego Marvel's The Avengers. Those that are free to play online are the games that use the laptop icon. Super Bomberman is back for
modern consoles with more of the classic multiplayer arcade action that made it so popular in the 90s. In Super Bomberman R players get to play solo or local multiplayer with up to four other players but the real fun is online mode where matches consist of eight players. In Super Bomberman R's multiplayer modes, the aim is to defeat other players by
strategically deploying bombs within the maze-like level. Power-ups and abilities add some variety to the procedure but overall it's great, easy fun that anyone can play. Thanks for letting us know! Tell me why! Why!
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